
ADD: Unit 188, 3255 Highway 7 East, Markham, L3R 3P9 (First Markham Place)

  

TOLL FREE: 1-855-415-8999 TEL: 905-415-8999 FAX : 905-415-9666  

 ADD:  5949 College St. Halifax, NS.  B3H 1X6
TOLL FREE: 1-855-854-0835 TEL : 902-463-8888 (3 Lines) 

FAX : 902-463-0588  

Mar.2016–Feb.2017..................CAD99
Admission fee as indicated......USD50
Service Charge..........................USD40
Single Room Supp..................CAD150

Departure City: Halifax

$99
Up（+Tax）

Start Dates: WED, FRI

Tiananmen Square---the biggest square in the world.

Great Wall---Express your pride of “He who has never 
been to the Great Wall is not a true man”.

Capital Beijing---Feel its Profound History as an Ancient 
Capital and its Modern Fashion of the Cosmopolitan City. 

Toronto Office: Halifax Office:

EBJ4 Beijing 4 Days Tour

Forbidden City---the largest and most complete imperial 
palace and ancient building complex in China.



D01, WED/FRI, Beijing Arrival   

Upon arriving at Beijing Capital International Airport (PEK), you 
will be transferred to hotel. Free at leisure for the rest of the day.
(Free Pick-up Period: 9:00am- midnight 1:30am, passengers 
arriving adjacent within 2 hours will be picked up together; extra 
pick up fee: CAD80/vehicle/transfer for 2-3pax).

D02, THU/SAT, Beijing  
After breakfast, take an outside view of 【the National Grand 
Theater】. Then visit 【Tiananmen Square】-the biggest city 
central square in the world, the area of the square is about 44 
hectares and it can accommodate 1 million people. Then 
explore the incredible 【Forbidden City】 with its best-preserved 
imperial palace complex. After lunch visit the famous【Temple 
of Heaven】. It was the Ming and Qing dynasties emperor 
worship, is the world's largest existing buildings of praying. 
Then taste the Puer tea. 

Remarks:

Optional Items (at your own expenses, excluded in the 
admission fee as indicated):
Kung Fu Show & outside view of Chang’an Avenue, total 
USD40/pax.

1) Total fare composed of tour fare, admission fee as indicated and service charge must be pre-paid at time of reservation. The 
 admission fee as indicated and service charge for adults and children are the same (free for infant under 2 years old).
2) Tour fare above is based on Canadian adults (non student group). That for travelers under 12 years old is as follows:
 Child between 2-11 years old with bed (CAD169/pax) 
 Child between 2-11 years old  without bed (CAD129/pax) 
 Child under 2 years old without bed (10% of adult tour fare)
3) Excellent English speaking tour guide.
4) We reserve the right to modify the itinerary if necessary subject to the local real conditions. 
5) We reserve the right to modify the price without notice subject to the fluctuations of exchange rates.
6) Attendance during the whole trip is required.
7) There are shopping excursions on this tour as per itinerary. However, there is no obligation to purchase anything. Visitors who 
 are not very keen on shopping can treat this as culture learning experience.  

info@piyaotravel.com              www.piyaotravel.com 

D03, FRI/SUN, Beijing

After breakfast, visit the jade factory first and then explore the
【Juyongguan Great Wall】, one of the 'Seven Wonders of the 
World'. After lunch, take an outside view of 【Bird’s Nest】 and
【Water Cube】, which are Olympic stadiums of 2008 Beijing 
Olympic Games. Then visit invigorant store (free foot massage). 
After that visit the famous pedestrian shopping area —【Wang 
fujing Street】. The snack street is a must-see, selling all the 
interesting snacks. You can easily find a place for your dinner 
here (self-charge).

Deluxe Hotels: 5☆Riverside Hotel Beijing/similar 

Deluxe Hotels: 5☆Riverside Hotel Beijing/similar 

D04, SAT/MON, Beijing Departure    
After breakfast, transfer to the airport.

EBJ4 Beijing 4 Days Tour

Deluxe Hotels: 5☆Riverside Hotel Beijing/similar 


